We prove the existence of infinitely many homoclinic solutions for a first order Hamiltonian system, symmetric with respect to an action of a compact Lie group, by means of variational methods. We make no convexity assumption on the Hamiltonian.
INTRODUCTION
Let H : R 2N _R Ä R be a continuously differentiable function and consider the Hamiltonian system z* =JH z (z, t),
where z=( p, q) # R N _R N =R 2N and
is the standard symplectic matrix. Recall that a solution z of (1) is said to be homoclinic (to 0) if z 0 and z(t) Ä 0 as |t| Ä . Suppose H(z, t)= et al. [8] that if F is convex in z, then (under some additional assumptions) (1) has at least two homoclinic solutions. Later Se re [18, 19] showed that (1) has in fact infinitely many homoclinics. The convexity assumption has been removed by Hofer and Wysocki [14] and Tanaka [21] who showed that (1) has at least one homoclinic for such more general F. The conditions on A imply that if L := &J (dÂdt)&A, then in an appropriate function space L is invertible, i.e., _(L) & (&:, :)=< for some :>0. As a function space one can choose, e.g., H 1Â2 (R, R 2N ). In a recent work Ding and Willem [13] relaxed the above conditions. They allowed A to be t-dependent, periodic and such that _(L) & (0, :)=< for some :>0, and showed that (1) still has a homoclinic solution. Subsequently Ding and Girardi [12] showed that if in addition H is even in z, then (1) has infinitely many homoclinics.
In the present paper we assume that A is independent of t, _(JA) & iR=< and F is invariant with respect to an action of a compact Lie group. We show that if F is superquadratic at 0 and at infinity, then (1) has infinitely many geometrically distinct homoclinics. Our result includes Hamiltonian systems with even H (which corresponds to the antipodal action of ZÂ2) as a particular case. However, if a larger group of symmetries is present, then sometimes the existence of one homoclinic solution suffices to imply the existence of infinitely many ones which are distinct in the ZÂ2-sense. In such situation our result gives more information, see Remark 2.2 below. As we have already mentioned, it was shown in [18, 19] (and in [9] for second order Hamiltonian systems) that if F is convex, then (1) has infinitely many homoclinics even without any symmetry assumption. This result is not applicable here because our function F need not be convex. It would be interesting to know if the result of [18, 19] remains valid for such more general F.
Our proof is by variational arguments and we use a combination of ideas which may be found in [1, 15] . In Section 2, after recalling some definitions and facts from representation theory and equivariant topology, we state the main result. In Section 3 we set up a variational framework and study geometric properties of the functional and behavior of the Palais Smale sequences. Section 4 is concerned with a Borsuk Ulam type theorem and index theories which are suitable for the problem. In Section 5 we prove a deformation lemma and finally in Section 6 we give a proof of the main result.
We would like to point out that our approach can be modified so that it includes systems (1) with the more general linear term considered in [12, 13] . Since a functional-analytic framework for such systems has already been established in [12, 13] , in order to minimize technicalities we prefer to restrict our attention to systems having invertible linear part.
PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
We start by summarizing some definitions and facts from representation theory. More information may be found, e.g., in [3, 7, 11] .
Let G be a compact Lie group. G is solvable if there exists a sequence
where the p i 's are prime numbers. Let us remark that usually solvable (algebraic) groups are defined in terms of commutators and one shows that G is solvable if and only if there exists a sequence of groups [e]=H 0 / H 1 / } } } /H q =G such that H i&1 is normal in H i and H i ÂH i&1 is abelian for 1 i q, see, e.g., [6, I.6.4] . Since a compact Lie group G is solvable if and only if there exists a torus T/G such that GÂT is finite solvable [11, p. 263] , it is easily seen that for compact Lie groups our definition of solvability is equivalent to the usual one. Note also that abelian groups are necessarily solvable.
Let now G be a compact Lie group, E, E two Hilbert spaces and \, \r epresentations of G in respectively E and E . A subset A of E is said to be invariant if \(g)A/A for all g # G. We shall sometimes call A G-invariant or \-invariant if we want to distinguish between different groups or representations. A functional 8 : E Ä R is invariant if 8( \(g)z)=8(z) for all g, z, and a function f :
Usually \, \~will be omitted from notation, so in particular we write gz for \( g)z and gf (z) for \~(g) f (z). The space
will be called the fixed point space of (the representation of) G, and the orbit of z is defined by
Sometimes we shall omit the subscript G from notation. Let V be a finite-dimensional representation space of G. V is called admissible if for each open, bounded and invariant neighborhood U of 0 in V k (k 1) and each equivariant map f :
The corresponding representation \ will also be called admissible. It is known [3, Theorem 3.7] that V (and \) is admissible if and only if there exist subgroups K/H of G such that K is normal in H, HÂK is solvable, V K {0 and V H =0. Moreover, if G is solvable, then any finite-dimensional representation space V with V G =0 is admissible.
Next we state the assumptions on the Hamiltonian H, where as previously, H(z, t)= 1 2 Az } z+F(z, t).
(H1) A is a constant symmetric 2N_2N-matrix and _(JA) & iR=<.
(H2) F and F z are 1-periodic in t and continuous.
(H3) F z (z, t)Â|z| Ä 0 uniformly in t as z Ä 0.
(H4) There exists #>2 such that 0<#F(z, t) z } F z (z, t) for all z{0.
(H5) There exist c, r>0 such that |F z (z, t)| 2 cz } F z (z, t) for all |z| r.
(H6) There exist c, R>0 and q # (1, 2) such that |F z (z, t)| q cz } F z (z, t) for all |z| R.
(H7) There exist cÄ , = 0 >0 and p>2 such that |F z (z+w, t)& F z (z, t)| cÄ |w|(1+ |z| p&1 ) for all t and all w, z with |w| = 0 .
We note that (H6) implies
where p=qÂ(q&1). Moreover, since this inequality and the one in (H7) remain valid if p is replaced by any p~>p, we may assume that p qÂ(q&1)>2 and the p's in (H7) and (2.1) are the same. Assuming (H3) and (2) it is easy to see that (H5) and (H6) hold if the angle between z and F z is acute and bounded away from the right angle. A simple example of nonconvex F satisfying (H1) (H7) is F(z, t)=h(t)( |z| &sin |z|)|z| p&1 , where p>3 and h is 1-periodic and positive (take #= p&1 in (H4)).
Assume for the moment that 8 # C 1 (E, R), where E :=H 1Â2 (R, R 2N ), and the critical points of 8 are homoclinic solutions of (1) (this will be shown in the next section). In what follows we shall use the following notation for the functional 8:
For each k # Z, let (k V z)(t) :=z(t+k). This defines a representation of Z in E, and it follows from (H2) that 8 is Z-invariant. Let \ be a symplectic representation of a compact Lie group G in R 2N and suppose that the Hamiltonian H is invariant with respect to \. Then \ induces a representation of G in E by means of the formula (gz)(t) :=g(z(t)) and it is easy to see that 8 is G-invariant. Moreover, 8 is also invariant with respect to the representation of Z_G in E given by
be the orbit of z # E. If z is a critical point of 8, then O(z) will be called the critical orbit of z, and two homoclinic solutions of (1) are said to be geometrically distinct if they are not in the same critical orbit. In other words, z 1 and z 2 are geometrically distinct if there are no k # Z and g # G such that z 2 (t)= gz 1 (t+k) for all t # R. Now we are ready to state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that H satisfies (H1) (H7), \ is an admissible symplectic representation of a compact Lie group G in R 2N , and H is invariant with respect to \. Then (1) has infinitely many geometrically distinct homoclinic solutions.
Remark 2.2. If H is even in z, then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that (1) has infinitely many pairs of homoclinic solutions \z k . As we have already mentioned in the introduction, this result under somewhat weaker assumptions on the linear part has been obtained in [12] . Suppose now that G is connected and infinite, the representation \ of G in R 2N is symplectic and the Hamiltonian H is invariant with respect to \. If [ &1, 1]=: ZÂ2/G and (&1)z=&z, then H is even. Let zÄ be a homoclinic solution of (1). Then O Z_G (zÄ ), which is a single orbit with respect to the action of Z_G, contains infinitely many orbits O Z_ZÂ2 (.). Hence (1) already has infinitely many geometrically distinct homoclinics if only the action of Z_ZÂ2 is taken into account. Here our Theorem 2.1 gives a better result, indeed it states that the number of orbits with respect to the action of Z_G is infinite as well.
We illustrate this situation with the following example (cf. [3, Example 9.1a]). Let \ 0 : G Ä O(N) be an orthogonal representation of G in R N and let
Then \ is a symplectic representation of G in R 2N . If N is even and G=SO(N), then ZÂ2/G (where ZÂ2 is represented by the matrices \I ) and the above conclusion applies provided H(gp, gq, t)=H( p, q, t) for all g # G, p, q # R N . Remark 2.3. If the Hamiltonian system (1) is autonomous (i.e., H=H(z)), then 8 is invariant with respect to the representation of R_G given by ((s, g)z)(t)= g(z(t+s)). Hence the correct definition of geometrically distinct solutions in this case is that they are not in the same R_G-orbit.
Although Theorem 2.1 guarantees the existence of infinitely many critical Z_G-orbits, all of them may very well be contained in a single R_G-orbit. So our multiplicity result is of no interest for autonomous systems. A similar observation (for G=[e]) has been made by several authors, see, e.g., [8, 9, 19] .
PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONAL
Recall that E=H
This is a Hilbert space under the inner product
a more convenient inner product will be introduced below. Let
where dg is the normalized Haar measure, and let
and L is equivariant. It is easy to see from Plancherel's formula that L is a bounded selfadjoint operator. Moreover, it follows from (H1) that &i!J&A is invertible with (&i!J&A) &1 uniformly bounded with respect to ! # R. Therefore L is invertible in E. A more detailed argument may be found in Stuart [20, Section 10] where it is also shown that _(&J(dÂdt)&A) is unbounded both from above and from below in H 1 (R, R 2N ). Hence E=YÄ W, where Y, W are infinite-dimensional L-invariant subspaces of E and the quadratic form (Lz, z) G is negative definite on Y and positive definite on W. Let P: E Ä Y and Q: E Ä W be the orthogonal projections and define
The inner products (. , .), (. , .) G and ( . , .) are equivalent and the spaces Y, W are orthogonal with respect to (. , .) G and ( . , .). Since
& is the norm corresponding to the inner product ( ., .), then
where is as in (4). We summarize the above facts in the following Proposition 3.1. Suppose (H1) is satisfied. Then the representation (3) of Z_G in E is orthogonal with respect to the inner product (. , .). Moreover, E=Y ÄW, where Y, W are orthogonal, Z_G-invariant and
It follows from (2) and (H3) that |F z (z, t)| c 0 (|z| + |z| p&1 ) for some c 0 .
) (see, e.g., [20, Lemma 10.4] ), the same argument as in [22, Lemma 3.10] shows that # C 1 (E, R) and
(by duality we consider $ as an element of E). Therefore
and z is a critical point of 8 if and only if it is a solution of (1). Moreover,
$ is given by (5) and is weakly sequentially continuous. Moreover, z # E is a homoclinic solution of (1) if and only if z{0 and 8$(z)=0.
In the next proposition we describe some further properties of the functional 8. (
Proof. (i) By (2) and (H3), for each =>0 there is c = >0 such that 0 F(z, t) =|z| 2 +c = |z| p . Hence by the Sobolev embedding theorem, 0 (z) C(=&z& 2 +c = &z& p ), where C is independent of =. Since = was chosen arbitrarily, (z)=o(&z& 2 ) as z Ä 0. Keeping in mind that 8(z)= 1 2 &z& 2 & (z) for z # W, we obtain the conclusion. (ii) By (H4), F 0 for all z and F(z, t) c 1 |z| # for some c 1 >0 and all |z| 1. Hence for each $>0 there is c 2 >0 such that F(z, t) c 2 |z| 2N ) to W 0 , we obtain after choosing a sufficiently small $,
Since the functional 8 is invariant with respect to the action of the (noncompact) group Z, the Palais Smale condition is not satisfied. Below we shall analyse the behavior of Palais Smale sequences. The arguments are known and follow closely [15] (and to large extent also [9, 10] ); therefore we omit the details and sometimes only point out the differences with the above-mentioned work.
Recall that a sequence [z n ] is called a Palais Smale sequence at the level c ((PS) c -sequence for short) if 8(z n ) Ä c and 8$(z n ) Ä 0 as n Ä . Proof. We just need minor modifications of the proof of Lemma 1.5 in [15] . By (H4),
for almost all n. It follows from (H4) (H6) that for an appropriate c 2 >0,
Let z n = y n +w n . By the Ho lder inequality and the Sobolev embedding theorem,
for almost all n. This, together with a similar inequality for w n , implies that
is a sequence such that 8$(z n ) Ä 0 and 8(z n ) is bounded above, then the argument of Lemma 3.4 shows that [z n ] is bounded. So a posteriori [z n ] is a PS-sequence and we may assume that 8(z n ) Ä c. Lemma 3.6. Assume (H1) (H6). If [z n ] is a (PS) c -sequence, then either c=0 and z n Ä 0 after passing to a subsequence, or c>0 and there exist =>0, r>0 and a sequence [a n ]/R such that &z n & L 2 ((a n &r, a n +r), R 2N ) = for almost all n.
The argument is the same as in Lemma 1.7 in [15] and is therefore omitted. A crucial role in the proof is played by the fact that if [z n ] is bounded in E and
. This is a special case of a result due to P. L. Lions, see, e.g., [22, Lemma 1.21] (in [22] the space is H 1 (R N ) but it easy to see by inspection that the argument remains valid for E).
Denote z~n=k n V z n , where
is. An immediate consequence of the above lemma is Lemma 3.7. Assume (H1) (H6)
We will need the following representation theorem which describes Palais Smale sequences: 
The key steps in the proof are Lemma 3.7 and the following Lemma 3.9. Assume (H1) (H7). Let [z n ] be a (PS) c -sequence for 8 such that z n ( z{0; then
The proofs of this lemma and of Theorem 3.8 follow by repeating the argument of Proposition 4.2 in [15] (see also [9, 10] ). We would like to emphasize that it is here the assumption (H7) is used (in the verification of (ii), see (4.20) of [15] ). It is easily seen from Lemma 3. 
INDEX AND PSEUDOINDEX
Let E be a separable Hilbert space, E=Y Ä W an orthogonal decomposition and P: E Ä Y, Q: E Ä W the corresponding orthogonal projections. Given a complete orthonormal system [e j ] j=1 in Y, we define a new norm by
In what follows we shall use the prefix { to distinguish the topology induced by this norm from the original topology. Clearly, &Qz& &z& { &z&.
Let A be a closed subset of E. A map h: A Ä E will be called {-locally
whenever z n Ä { z) and h is {-locally finite-dimensional. More details on these notions may be found in Section 2 of [15] . In particular, it was shown there that if f is an admissible map, then f is continuous in the original topology and if B is a closed, convex and bounded subset of YÄ W 0 , where dim W 0 < , then B is {-compact. Also, if [z n ] is a bounded sequence, then z n Ä { z if and only if Pz n ( Pz and Qz n Ä Qz.
In this and in the next section we assume that G=ZÂp, where p is a prime. As we shall see in Section 6, Theorem 2.1 can be reduced to the case of such G. A representation of ZÂp in E will be called fixed point free if E ZÂ p =0. Suppose W 0 is a finite-dimensional subspace of W and E 0 :=Y ÄW 0 . We shall need the following theorem of Borsuk Ulam type: Theorem 4.1. Let \ and \~be two fixed point free representations of ZÂp in E 0 which leave Y and W 0 invariant. Suppose U is a bounded \-invariant neighborhood of the origin in E 0 and f: U Ä E 0 is an admissible map, equivariant in the sense that f (
there exists a {-neighborhood N z of z which is mapped by h into a finite-dimensional subspace E z of E 0 . We may assume that E z is \-invariant. Let
Clearly, N is open and h(N) is contained in an invariant finite-dimensional subspace L of E 0 , and we may assume
(see, e.g., Bartsch [2] ). K
Suppose that
\ is an orthogonal fixed point free representation of ZÂp in E and Y, W are \-invariant, Now we proceed to define an index and a pseudoindex for sets in 7. One can show that i satisfies the usual properties of an index. This can be done either by adapting the standard proofs as given, e.g., in [16, 17] or by noting that i(B)=A-genus(B), where A is the unit circle in C and A-genus is defined in [3] (see in particular Proposition 2.9 there and the comments preceding it). Let us note for further reference that if A # 7 is compact and 0 Â A, then i(A)< and i(A)=i(N) for each sufficiently small neighborhood N # 7 of A.
If p=2, then there is only one orthogonal fixed point free representation \ (corresponding to the antipodal action of ZÂ2), . is equivariant if and only if it is odd and C k in the definition above should be replaced by R k .
So in this case i(B) is nothing else than Krasnoselskii's genus.
Definition 4.4. Let r>0 be fixed and so small that inf B r 8> &1. The pseudoindex i*(A), where A # 7, is defined by
Note that since \ is orthogonal, B r # 7; hence f (A) & B r & W # 7 and i* is well-defined. Our pseudoindex is similar to the one that has been introduced by Benci [5] but there are also some differences; in particular, our class H of homeomorphisms is a semigroup and not a group as required in [5] . 
(ii) If h # H, then i*(h(A)) i*(A).
(iii) i*(A _ B) i*(A)+i(B).
Proof.
(i) This is obvious. 
Proof. Assume by contradiction that i*(E k )=l with 0 l<k. 
(where the representation of ZÂp in W k&1 is the one inherited from C k&1 ). Let .* : B r Ä W k&1 be an equivariant extension of . to B r . Consider a map f : B Ä E k&1 given by f (z)=Pf (z)+.*(Qf (z)); f is admissible and it is equivariant in the following sense. Let \~denote the (fixed point free) representation of W k&1 inherited from C k&1 and define
If p=2, then we take W k to be k-dimensional and the argument is somewhat simpler (and has been given in [15] , see Lemma 4.8 there).
A DEFORMATION LEMMA
Let 8 be the functional described in Section 3. Recall that E=Y Ä W and Q : E Ä W is the orthogonal projection. Assume G=ZÂp, where p is a prime, the representation \ of G in R 2N is symplectic, fixed point free and H is equivariant. Then 8 is invariant and E ZÂ p =0. In this section we shall need the following two additional conditions:
where Kis a compact set.
(9)
The reason for introducing the conditions (9) (10) is that (as we shall see) they are sufficient for a deformation lemma to hold and they are certainly satisfied if K(8) consists of finitely many Z_G-orbits. This together with a minimax argument will lead to a contradiction showing that the number of critical orbits is in fact infinite.
We assume that K(8){[0] (the other case is simpler). For all k # Z and b>a>0 let
In order to prove a deformation lemma, we give a lower bound for &8$& in a suitable set; for this purpose we adapt some ideas from [1, 18] to the present context. Lemma 5.1. Suppose that 8 satisfies (9) (10).
(a) There exists r 0 >0 such that if
is a Palais Smale sequence such that 8(z n ) is bounded away from 0 and &Qz n+1 &Qz n &<r 0 Â2 for all n, then there exists k # Z such that d(z n , k V K) Ä 0; in particular, for all $ we have z n # U $ whenever n is large.
Proof.
(a) Set
where the second equality holds because (z 1 , n V z 2 ) Ä 0 uniformly with respect to z 1 , z 2 # F as n Ä . Then the inequality d(F, n V F)<c~Â3 holds only for a finite number of integers and (a) follows by the compactness of F. We choose r 0 < * 2 . (b) It follows from (a) that U r0 "U \ = k # Z T \, r0 (k) and the sets T \, r0 (k) are disjoint. If + \ =0 for some \, then by the Z-invariance of the functional there exists a sequence [z n ]/E such that z n # T \, r0 (0) and 8$(z n ) Ä 0. As T \, r0 (0)/8 c for some c, then the sequence [z n ] is Palais Smale according to Remark 3.5, and by Theorem 3.8 there exist l critical
We show that these inequalities lead to a contradiction: indeed, as k n Ä , up to a subsequence we have k
If l=1, then (c) holds: indeed, since &Qz n+1 &Qz n &< r 0 Â2, it follows from (a) and (b) that d(Qz n , k 1 V F)<r 0 for some k 1 and almost all n. Hence h k =k 1 for k large and z nk Ä k 1 V z 1 . We shall show that l 2 cannot occur. By the definition of diverging h k and the fact that &Qz&>2r 0 whenever z # K, we have d(Q(h n V zÄ ), h k V F) 2r 0 for a fixed arbitrary k and large n, say n n k . So for all k there exists m n k such that d(Qz m , h k V F)>r 0 . Since &Qz n+1 &Qz n &< r 0 Â2 and &z n k &h k V zÄ &<r 0 Â2 whenever k is large, for such k there exists
To prove this claim by contradiction, assume that there is a sequence 
Since the distances on the right-hand side are either 0 or exceed 2r 0 , the above limit is not in [r 0 Â2, 2r 0 ]. So far we have proved that l is necessarily equal to 1 and consequently 
is necessarily bounded, so z n ( z. Using Fatou's lemma and weak lower semicontinuity of the norm it follows therefore that 8 c is closed for each c (cf. [15] ).
Since 8$ is weakly sequentially continuous, the function
for all v # U z & 8 &1 ; we may assume U z is contained in a {-ball of radius smaller than $Â2. Additionally we let U 0 :=8 
and note that V is ZÂp-equivariant and the sum over j is {-locally finite, therefore V is {-locally finite-dimensional. Since for each j there is a constant Proof. We adapt an argument from [1] . Let V be the vector field defined in Lemma 5.2 and let : E Ä [0, 1] be a ZÂp-invariant {-Lipschitz continuous function satisfying
Consider the flow ' defined by the Cauchy problem
Since
is also Lipschitz continuous and (13) admits a unique solution '( }, z) in a suitable right neighborhood of s=0; assume for the moment that for all z # E such a neighborhood is the half-line [0, + ) and define f (z) :='(2=, z).
To prove that f # H, we note first that (a) and (c) of Definition 4.2 are obviously satisfied. Since V is ZÂp-equivariant, so is f ='(2=, } ) [16] . Finally, since V is {-locally {-Lipschitz continuous and {-locally finitedimensional, it follows from Proposition 2.2 of [15] that ' is an admissible homotopy; hence f is an admissible map.
Let z # 8 c+= "U 3$ . We claim that '(s, z) Â U 2$ for any s # [0, 2=]. Indeed, if '(s, z) # U 2$ for some s, then there exist 0 s 1 <s 2 2= such that '(s 1 , z) # U 3$ , '(s 2 , z) # U 2$ and '(s, z) # U 3$ "U 2$ whenever s 1 <s<s 2 . Let v='(s, z) for such s and choose j # J, g # ZÂp with gv # N j . Since each neighborhood N j is contained in a {-ball of radius smaller than $Â2, then the point z j which enters in the definition of | j =|(z j ) satisfies ||Qz j &Q(gv)|| <$Â2; therefore z j # U 4$ "U $ , &8$(z j )& + and ||| j || 2Â+. Hence
Finally
and this contradiction proves the claim. Since =1 and
To complete the proof of the lemma we still have to show that the solution ' of (13) 
where X(z) is defined by We first reduce Theorem 2.1 to the following special case: Theorem 6.1. Suppose that H satisfies (H1) (H7), \ is a symplectic representation of ZÂp in R 2N , where p is a prime, and H is invariant with respect to \. If (R 2N ) ZÂp =0, then there is no compact set K with the property that K(8)"[0]=O Z (K) and if F :=QK, then (k 1 V F) & (k 2 V F)=< whenever k 1 {k 2 . In particular, (1) has infinitely many geometrically distinct homoclinic solutions.
To show that the above result implies Theorem 2.1 we adapt an argument of Bartsch and Clapp [4] . Since the representation \ is admissible, we have K/H/G, where K is a normal subgroup of H and (R 2N ) H =0, V :=(R 2N ) K {0. Moreover, HÂK is solvable, hence there exist subgroups S 0 /S 1 / } } } /S r =HÂK such that S 0 is a torus, S i&1 is normal in S i and S i ÂS i&1 $ZÂp i for i=1, ..., r. We shall distinguish two cases. Now it remains to prove Theorem 6.1. Suppose that a compact set K{< with the properties stated in the theorem exists (if K=<, the argument is simpler). Then (9) (10) are satisfied. For each k 1 let
